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Airflow Restorer’s Guide, 2020 Edition 
A message from the Airflow Club of America President 
There are many ways to restore a car, and the owner must choose which path to follow. Until the 
restoration of my 1936 Chrysler C9 coupe was in progress, I thought this process was easy. 
Taking the car apart was dirty, challenging, but kind of fun. Once apart, the body went to the 
stripping company and the chassis went to Phil Putnam for rebuilding. All good, right?  
Phil asked me if I wanted him to order a set of covers for the 4 leaf springs, as the coupe didn’t 
have them. I asked if the springs needed the covers, and Phil said no they didn’t. But they were 
supposed to have them, and I had to decide if I wanted them on the coupe. This is where my 
education about authentic Airflow restoration really started. 
In the early days of the Airflow Club, the choices for renovations and restorations being done 
depended on the goals and determination of the owner. Before the Internet, and for a time even 
after the advent of the web, the owner and/or their hired restorer needed to research what was 
correct for their car by whatever means was possible.  
To foster better and more consistent Airflow restoration work, ACA members Phil Putnam and 
Bruce Wallin began work on a “Standards of Correctness” book, first published by the Airflow 
Club in 2011 and then revised in 2014. These books provided guidance on how the cars were 
built and how they would be judged. Increasing use of the Internet has made available to the 
world easy access to a vast amount of information that had in many cases been hidden for 
decades. Period literature, manuals and parts lists, and photos are now accessible as they have 
never been before. Wading through this information to discover how Airflows were built, and 
with what variation, has enabled refining, correcting, and augmenting the descriptions previously 
available. As additional materials surface, they can be expected to correct and improve 
traditional understanding of Airflow authenticity.  
This work corrects a few errors and omissions in the preceding works, and adds a volume on 
Airflow Club history. It separates the characteristics of original Airflow construction from the 
policies of judging that the Club follows. Accordingly, it serves as guide for Airflow restorers.  
Club members need to know that restoration choices based on the information in the earlier 
Standards books will by policy be “grandfathered” when their car is judged at Airflow meets. No 
authenticity points will be deducted if compliance with the then-applicable Standards of 
Correctness can be verified. This is a critical assurance that the Club grants to its members. For 
current work, the Airflow Restorer’s Guide can be used with confidence.  

 
David Felderstein, Sacramento, California 

ACA President 

September 30, 2020 
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Editor’s Note 
The Airflow Restorer’s Guide presents a collection of information intended to guide the repair, 
maintenance, and restoration of Airflow automobiles. It is the official successor to preceding 
editions of the Airflow Club of America’s Standards of Correctness manual, especially to the 
latest, 2014, edition. Work began on this revision in summer 2018. 

The Airflow Restorer’s Guide corrects a small number of errors and omissions in the 2014 
Standards of Correctness. More than that, it separates the standards of the predecessor works 
into specifications and descriptions of original Airflow configuration (now in Volume I: 
Standards of Correctness) and the policies for judging (now in Volume II: Judging). In doing so, 
the new Airflow Restorer’s Guide supports easy correlation of the requirements and 
characteristics in Volume I to the example judging sheets in Volume II. This helps ensure that 
judging is fair (consistent) across models and years of all Airflows, and it guarantees the 
summaries on the judging sheets in Volume II is consistent with the standards in Volume I.  

A clear lesson in preparing the Restorer’s Guide, along with its predecessors, was that not all 
Airflows of a given make and year were identically configured. In addition to the collection of 
factory or dealer-added accessories and options offered, there were some documented 
changes in mid-year production for some models. Some surviving photos of new Airflows are of 
preproduction models that show differences in detail from the production cars that followed. 
Assembly of cars was labor-intensive, and the labor was provided by people, rarely by a single 
person. Differences in detail (for example, as in the design and precise location of body 
pinstripes) have been noted in surviving original cars, and they are understandable. These 
factors combined result in occasional variation among cars of a single make and model. 

Despite these realities, it is the goal and purpose of the Airflow Club to encourage restorers to 
return their Airflows to their original configuration, so far as that is possible and practical. As 
Editor, I hope that this work makes that task a bit easier. 

Many thanks are due to Airflow Club members, current and past Chief Judges, active restorers 
and owners for their contributions to this work. Jon Clulow, John Spinks, Ron Robbel, John 
Heimerl, John Heller, Kim Forster, Chuck Cochran, Phil Putnam, and Bruce Wallin have all been 
particularly helpful in sorting out the data, and many more have contributed to reviewing and 
improving the emerging lists and tables as we went along.  

Errors and omissions no doubt remain, and as they are identified, a future revision of this work 
will make it even better.  

John Boyd 
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Introduction 
A major goal of the Airflow Club of America is to foster the preservation of historically accurate 
Chrysler and DeSoto automobiles. As these cars continue to age, deterioration affects nearly all 
of them, and many members of the ACA are, thankfully, involved in preserving and restoring 
these cars. At many points in the repair, reconstruction, renovation, and finishing processes, 
restorers need to know how these cars were built. What did they look like when they left the 
factory and when they were delivered to their first owner?  

The Airflow Club has attempted for many years to document certain details about the cars that 
could help owners retain, or restore, authenticity. A series of booklets presenting the 
“Standards of Correctness” was created to try to capture details that might have been obvious 
to forbears that built, maintained, or sold these cars. The present work, the Airflow Restorer’s 
Guide, is an update and extension of these efforts. It takes a slightly revised direction, however, 
separating original characteristics and requirements into this volume, Volume I: Standards of 
Correctness, and judging rules and information into the separate Volume II: Judging. It also 
aligns the described requirements and groups of requirements across models to the maximum 
extent possible to support fairness in competitive judging: the same things will normally be 
evaluated across every year and make, using insofar as possible, consistent scoring.  

If you are restoring or maintaining an Airflow automobile, the ACA encourages you to make it 
as original as possible and to use the highest standards of workmanship you can. This guide will 
provide the basics. Additional information can be obtained at annual Airflow Club national 
meets, where you can talk with other owners, take photographs, observe (or volunteer for) 
judging of cars, and participate in technical forums held at nearly all of them. Many of these 
same benefits are available at regional ACA gatherings, and technical tips published in the club 
newsletter will also prove useful. Keep your membership current to learn of these events! A 
good deal of expert advice and technical detail is available on the ACA website 
(www.airflowclub.com) and in the discussion forum at www.airflowcars.groups.io. The 
comprehensive Quick Reference Guide for Airflows, created many years ago but still available 
from the ACA Store and (for viewing and download) on the website, provides some great 
introductory details and some very useful tips for restorers and maintainers. Of particular note 
is the advice on repainting Airflows, including lists of original colors and trim and suggested 
more modern paint equivalents.   
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About Airflow Club Judging 
 
Many Airflow owners elect to bring their cars to judged competitions at the annual national 
meets. The purpose of these competitions is to encourage authenticity and high standards of 
workmanship in the preservation and restoration of Chrysler and DeSoto Airflows. Judging of 
cars at national meets is intended to be based on the Airflow Restorer’s Guide, Volume I: 
Standards. Thus, if you follow these standards of correctness in improving your Airflow, and 
follow the desired “high standards of workmanship” recommended, your car will be ready and 
might do very well. Not all owners submit their Airflows for judging, but there are some good 
reasons to do so. During judging, experts will carefully examine your car and evaluate the 
degree to which it is consistent with its original configuration, and where it needs 
improvement. From their evaluation, you will gain invaluable insight into how to further 
improve your car. And there are awards! 

Judged Airflows are accountable for all requirements in Volume I of the Airflow Restorer’s 
Guide. Time constraints may not permit careful judging of every requirement on every car, but 
a serious attempt will be made to check each one. Note also that the ACA Bylaws award 
considerable discretion to the Chief Judge. Nevertheless, the standards in this volume provide a 
good indication of how your Airflow will be judged. More details are presented in Volume II, 
Judging. 

What’s New? 
The passing of time and further research into the history of Airflows have revealed additional 
details about their construction, which are incorporated into this Guide. Like its predecessors, it 
undoubtedly still contains errors and incompleteness. For the 2020 revision, attention was 
focused on rearranging the information in the previous edition to make future improvements 
easier, and these errors can now more easily be corrected.  

The table below lists some of the most important changes made in this revision. Requirements 
unique to the CW series, all years, which were formerly mixed in with the 1934-1937 Chrysler 
sections, are now separated out into a CW section. Some requirements have been altered from 
similar requirements in previous editions based, in nearly every case, on further research. In 
most cases, the requirements have been rearranged to make comparison across models easier. 
Note the new Car Overall group. The changes below affect both Volume I and Volume II of the 
Restorer’s Guide. 

 
Group Title Edits and Comments 
Overall  Bolts and screws Collected and limited deductions for incorrect fasteners. 
Overall Modernizations Collected non-original modifications into a single 

requirement. 
Chassis Muffler Split from Exhaust entry. 
Chassis Tires Separated tires from wheels requirement. 

Chassis Tools Moved tools to main section from former Appendix H. 
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Chassis Transmission / Overdrive / 
Driveline 

Corrected SG. Only S2 has the unit transmission/OD. 

Chassis Wheels Separated wheels from tire requirements. 
Engine Air cleaner Updated uncertain paint colors. 

Engine Carburetor Added original carb model for DeSotos. 

Engine Distributor Corrected tag color for some models. 
Engine Engine bay Revised cup washer finish to natural or black all models. 

Body color is still debated. 
Engine Engine dust pans Changed name. Added hole discussion for 36/37 Chryslers. 
Engine Fuel supply Moved electric pump discussion to judging volume. 
Engine Generator Corrected some tag colors. Debate continues. 
Engine Horns Added serpentine tube to 36-37 Chryslers and trumpets to 

S2. 
Engine Hoses / clamps Separated heater hoses and relaxed clamp requirement in 

view of dealer (not factory) installation of heaters. 
Engine Manifolds Deleted paint requirement on exhaust manifold for most 

models. 
Engine Spark plugs / wires Added Champion plugs per parts lists. 
Engine Wheelhouse cover 36-37 cars were available with black or body color 

wheelhouse cover panels. 
Exterior Bumpers / guards / rear 

fender gravel deflectors  
Modified color options per parts lists. Note early photos 
often show painted bumper bracketry. 

Exterior Doors Added door weatherstrip requirements. 
Exterior Fenders Combined fender lining and welt with Fenders. 
Exterior Headlight doors Added specification for headlight doors. 
Exterior Radiator grille New entry. 
Exterior Running boards Moved to main section from former appendix. 
Exterior Wheel shields Moved fender lining to Fenders. 
Interior Battery box Added detail; corrected color to allow brown. 
Interior Headliner Moved into main section from old Appendix F. 
Interior Instruments Added requirements for SG and S2. 
Interior Pedals / shift lever Corrected some pedal cover colors to match parts lists. 
Interior Seats (cushion / back) Added seat requirements for some models. 

Volume I Organization 
The following eight sections of Volume I lay out the requirements and characteristics of each 
Airflow make and year: 
1934 Chrysler CU-CV-CX-CY  
1935 Chrysler C1-C2-C3 
1936 Chrysler C9-C10-C11 
1937 Chrysler C17 
1934 DeSoto SE 
1935 DeSoto SG 
1936 DeSoto S2 
Chrysler CW, all years. 
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List of Appendices – 2020 edition 
The 2014 edition of the Standards of Correctness contained several appendices for 
supplemental information. Unfortunately, some of these were never completed. Others 
contained material that is now covered in the Groups and Requirements of the various models 
and are therefore unnecessary for this revision. The table below compares the former, 2014, 
and present, 2020, appendices.  
 

 2014 Appendix 2014? 2020 Appendix Remarks 
A Body Colors No Paint and Colors  
B Tops No Exterior Trim and Striping Planned 2014 C and D 
C Striping  No Accessories Includes heater, radio, 

tools 
D Wheel Striping  No Lighting Assemblies  Planned for 2014 J 
E Tail Light Assembles and 

Lenses 
No Electrical and Other 

Components 
Formerly K 

F Interior and Exterior 
Finishes 

Yes Interior and Exterior 
Finishes 

From 2014 edition 

G Heater No  Included in new C 
Accessories 

H Tools No  Included in new C 
Accessories 

I Fuel and Radiator Caps No  Included in new C 
Accessories 

J Lenses: Headlight, 
Taillight, Parking 

No  Included in new D 
Lighting 

K Operating Equipment 
Electrical Components 
Windshield Wipers 
Shock Absorbers 
Carburetors 

Yes  Included in new E 

L History of Walter P. 
Chrysler Awards 

Yes  Included in Volume III 
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Appendix A: Paint and Colors 
 
Standard Airflow Colors were listed as an appendix in the Story 
of the Airflow Cars booklet, published by the Engineering Staff 
of Chrysler Corporation in 1963. The booklet contains an 
interesting and informative description of the Airflow cars 
developed and sold some 30 years earlier, and it’s a testimony 
to Chrysler Corporation’s own view of the significance of the 
development of these cars. The tables are included here for 
convenient reference.  
The Airflow restorer is advised to consider the following: 
• Airflows were usually painted at the factory in one of the 

standard colors. However, it was possible to order a custom 
color of your choosing. In the case of a special order, we 
believe, the paint code on the inner fender (stencil or data 
plate) would not indicate a standard color, but perhaps be 
marked special order (S.O.) or be blank. 

• Airflow club tradition is to allow repainting an Airflow in any standard color for the model 
and year without penalty in judging competitions. Sometimes, however, paint matched to 
body data plate has been used as a tie-breaker, lending a slight preference to using the 
original color of your car, if you can find it.  

• Enamel paint in black was something of a standard in the 30s and before. Airflow parts 
catalogs offer many body parts in primer, paint, or enamel, meaning (we think) that at the 
time that you could order parts from the factory with a paint finish to match a car’s serial 
number, or in primer, in case your car was ordered in a nonstandard color or had been 
repainted, or enamel, in case it was black or you prefer black for this part. In other words, in 
period literature, enamel can be taken to be black unless clearly stated otherwise.  

• LeBaron cars, CX, C3, C11, and CW are known to have been substantially special ordered. 
Many, perhaps most, list only the order number on the body data plate with no indication 
of original color. Without some additional indication, like a copy of the special order, it’s not 
possible to determine the original color of the car. Many restored examples are painted 
black, but other period-appropriate paint colors can be acceptable. Special ordered paint 
colors were common on the LeBaron cars. 

• Metallic paint was available in the early 1930s, and in Airflow paint charts it is referred to as 
“poly”, probably short for polychrome or polychromatic. See Ellis Claar’s discussion of 
metallic paint in the section below. It was considerably less flashy than some metallics 
available today.  

• Two-stage, or base-coat/clear-coat paint, is a relatively modern invention. As used today, it 
can yield a very high gloss finish that many find striking and attractive. This finish differs 
considerably from the “poly” paints used in the 1930s, and at times the Airflow club has 
discouraged this very high gloss appearance. Claar, below, mentions a strategy to reduce it. 
Ultimately, the level of gloss and metallic content in your car’s finish are the choice of the 
restorer. Excess of either has at times incurred a small penalty in ACA judging. 
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What’s the color going to look like? 
In choosing a paint color, the restorer will want to know what the color is and what it will look 
like on the car. There are some resources: 

• Original paint charts for Airflows from various paint companies are sometimes available at 
auto swap meets or on eBay.com. Use caution in interpreting these as any indication of 
what the color will look like. Most have faded or darkened over the 80 or more years since 
they were printed. 

• There are on-line paint data bases available, for example, paintref.com. These can be 
searched for most early colors. For example, searching for 1936 DeSoto Autumn Gold Poly 
yields paint code IM 1518. It shows a small, onscreen color chip, and indicates that the same 
mix was used on several other cars, often with a different name. In this case, you learn that 
Chrysler in 1932 and 33, and Graham in 1934 offered this color naming it Golden Tan; that 
1935, 36, and 38 Dodge (as well as 1936 Nash) offered it as Golden Beige, and that 1936-37 
Chrysler offered it as Delmonte Biege. Paintref.com also offers equivalent paints from 
several manufacturers, and can be helpful to finding the actual modern equivalent color. 

• In the next section is a discussion of Airflow paint and colors by Ellis Claar. Besides his 
discussion of appropriate color substitution, he presents modern paint colors he judged (in 
1973, updated in about 1990) to be equivalent. These paints can, in most cases, be ordered 
from an automotive paint supplier. 

• Perhaps the best way to visualize how your Airflow will look is to see one painted that color 
in the last few years. The best place to see such cars is to attend an Airflow Club national 
meet.  

• Most restorers find it worth the expense to get a “paint spray-out” for a few of the colors 
they are considering. This shows what the paint will look like much better than a color chip. 

Here now are the paint codes presented in the 1963 Chrysler “Story of the Airflow Cars.” Note 
that they include fender, stripe, and wheel colors. In some cases, the Chrysler Historical Society 
vehicle build sheet show some variance from this table. For example, one 1936 DeSoto build 
sheet shows Casino Red for the stripe instead of the Chinese Red listed in the table. Actual cars 
built differed in some cases from the color combinations shown.  
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Ellis Claar’s Work 
 
Ellis Claar spent many years researching Chrysler records and available paint, and he 
documented his work from time to time in the Airflow Newsletter. In his many years as Chief 
Judge, he saw paint technology evolve, and he sometimes revised his original work. Sadly, Ellis 
passed in 2018, but his work survives as some of the most detailed and careful research 
available to Airflow restorers. Airflow Club judges frequently refer to it as they evaluate 
correctness or authenticity at Airflow Club national meets. 
 
The article below is from the ACA Quick Reference Guide, which can be found on the club 
website, www.airflowclub.com. In it, Claar presents his recommendations for painting an 
Airflow, along with his best estimate of “offset colors”, colors available for more modern cars 
that were as close as you could get at the time to the named originals. While in some cases they 
are now decades old, they are worth considering in painting an Airflow. His article is entitled 
“Modern Paint Color Substitutions for 1934-1937 Chrysler and DeSoto Airflows.” 
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9

Original Paint Code Acceptable Modern Martin
 & Color for Airflow Paint Color Match Senour
Chrysler and DeSoto & Mfg. Code # Code #
1934 Chrysler Airflow
225; Fisherman Blue #4 1981 Mercedes, Dark Blue, #DB904 32-21051
226;
227
408; Sultana Sand #1 1968 Volvo, Gold Yellow, #84 32-25455
409;
410
411; Salon Brown Poly 1963 Oldsmobile, Barktone Mist, #934K 30-3328
412;
413
526; Silver Wing Gray 1968 Fiat, Pearl Gray, #602 32-25028
527;
528
529; Dorset Lt. Gray Poly 1962 Lincoln, Oxford Gray, #C 30-3395
530
811; Moonglo Deep Poly 1970 Cadillac, Phantom Gray, #18 32-3927
812;
813
No stripes on 1934 wheels
1934 DeSoto Airflow
223 Star Blue #3 1968 Hillman, Neptune Green, #117 32-21088
224 Fisherman Blue #4 1981 Mercedes, Dark Blue, #DB904 32-21051
308 Baden Green #4 1976 Volkswagen, Spanish Green, #L63Z 32-21849
407 Cedar Bird Poly #4 1986 Chrysler, Mink Brown, #PT6 32-5308
522 Dusty Gray Poly 1969 AMC, Castillian Gray, #P63 32-3894
523 Eel Gray Poly 1981 Mazada, Tornado Silver, #K8 32-22742
524 Dorset Gray Poly 1970 Corvette, Laguna Gray, #992 30-4057
525 Palm Beach Gray #2 1966 Volkswagen, Sea Sand, #L568 30-3764
810 Gunmetal Med. Poly 1975 Mercedes, Dark Gray, #DB172 32-20235
210 Explorer Blue 1977 Fiat, Dark Blue, #456 32-2011
No stripes on 1934 wheels
SPECIAL NOTE ON THE COLOR BLACK
Black is correct for all years and all models of Chrysler and DeSoto Airflow vehicles.
The following code numbers are all Black and unspecified.
Black Code Numbers: 103;104;106;107;108;110;111;119;120;121;122;123
1935 Chrysler Airflow
215; Viennese Blue 1981 Volkswagen, Midniqht Blue, #LE5T 30-22920
216/
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue-Ivory / Fender Option: Black
221; Parrot Blue #4 1968 Renault, Blue, #431 32-21102
222
Stripe: Parrot Blue #1 edged in Flake White / Fender Option: Black
304 Polo Green Poly 1974 Datsun, Green Poly, #211 32-21985
Stripe: Sprig Green-edged in Flake White
404 Bellevue Beige 1973 Toyota, Continental Beige, #1653 32-21417
Stripe: Vermillion-edged in Gold Bronze
408 Columbia Beige Poly 1974 Toyota, Brown Poly, #421 32-22040
Stripe: Vermillion-edged in Silver Bronze
416 Putty Beige Poly 1970 Internat'l Platinum Beige, #1557 32-7841
Stripe: Gold Bronze-edged in Vermillion
610; Envoy Red 1970 Mercedes, Bordeaux Red, #DB573 32-20600
Stripe: Casino Red-edged in Silver Bronze / Fender Option: Black
611

Black
Stripe: Silver-edged Vermillion
1935 DeSoto Airflow
225; Viennese Blue 1981 Volkswagen, Midniqht Blue, #LE5T 30-22920
226
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Fender Option: Black
228 Lupine Blue #3 1975 Toyota, Dark Blue, #829 32-22049
Stripe: Silver Bronze
307 Iceland Green Poly #4 1973 Renault, Green Poly, #947 32-21294
Stripe: Silver Bronze
411 French Beige Poly 1974 Toyota, Brown Poly, #424 32-22041
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion
413 Cedar Bird Poly #4 See 1934 DeSoto, Cedar Bird Poly #4
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion
508 Gargoyle Gray Poly 1971 Volvo, Steel Blue, #102 32-21361
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion
615; Envoy Red 1970 Mercedes, Bordeaux Red, #DB573 32-20600
616
Stripe: Silver Bronze

Black
Stripe: Silver Bronze

During the passing years, many older paint dealers have
gone out of business and with their passing, have taken older paint
mixing formulas with them. Many new paint dealers have come
onto the scene, but they often do not have the correct old paint
formulas.

My research involved lengthy hours at a Martin Senour paint
dealer. For simplicity, only Martin Senour numbers are listed for
the modern substitutes. Obviously, other paint manufacturers have
cross-references for these numbers if you choose another brand of
modern paint.

Some of these newer colors are called "Base Coat - Clear
Coat" paints. This means that after you put the "base color coat"
on the car, you must apply a final "clear coat" for shine and
durability. When the "clear coat" is dry, it will have a "wet-look"
which has more gloss than the old lacquer paints. You may find it
desirable to leave the "clear coat" dry for 48 hours and then rub
it with fine rubbing compound. This will take some of the shine
away and produce an appearance more like the original lacquer
finish.

The code numbers in the right column can be taken to any
Martin Senour paint dealer where the color you desire can be
properly mixed without the need of a color chip chart. Your dealer
can also tell you if the paint you want to use is available in "Base
Coat - Clear Coat," acrylic lacquer, or acrylic enamel. 
While it is not necessary to repaint your Airflow the same color it
was when it left the factory, it should always be painted a proper
color that was available for the model and the year. On pages
14,15,16 original Chrysler and DeSoto Factory Paint Charts are
reproduced to assist you in your correct paint restoration. Many
times, these charts can still be found at auto swap meets.

Also, remember that if you find the original unrestored finish
on your Airflow, the finish has aged and is likely to appear quite
dull. It is also important to realize that modern paints have inherently
more brilliant pigmentation. The metallic (poly) colors of the past,
when compared to modern substitutes, pose additional differences.
Modern metallics usually depend on ground aluminum powder for
their luminescent appearance. Older "poly" metallics may have
used bronze powders, ground-up pearls, and even fish scales!

The newest paint color matching system, available from the
automotive paint industry, uses computer technology. By placing
a photometric "electric eye" over an original color sample, a
computer creates a matching formula which claims to provide the
best color match possible. Larger automotive paint dealers have
this equipment. One example is used with PPG's "Ditzler" line of
auto paint. Their system is named
"PROPHET." The most difficult problem involved in using such
a matching system, is to find a sample of original color in excellent
condition. This is not possible for most restorers

Submitted  by Ellis Claar .

Modern Paint Color Substitutions
for 1934 – 1937 Chrysler and

DeSoto Airflows

Engine and Drive Train Paint Specifications:
The engine head for all the Airflow models, Chrysler as well as DeSoto
were originally made of aluminum. Later model years used steel heads.
To keep the original "look," all Airflow heads should be painted in heat
resistant paint - either aluminum paint (Aervoe Dull Aluminum Metalic
Engine Enamel is beautiful) or a silver colored engine enamel.

The engine block, pan, water pump, generator, starter, distributor
housing, tranny, radiator shell, brake exterior parts, other mechanical
housings should be painted in black heat resistant paint. The frame,
undercarriage and battery housing should also be painted black.
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Original Paint Code Acceptable Modern Martin
 & Color for Airflow Paint Color Match Senour
Chrysler and DeSoto & Mfg. Code # Code #
1936 Chrysler Airflow
224; Meadow Brook Blue See 1935 DeSoto, Viennese Blue
225;
226
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Wheel color options: Straw, Black, or

   Body/ Fender option: Black
228 Skytint Poly See 1936 DeSoto, Skytint Poly
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Wheel color options: Straw or Body
309 Polo Green Poly See 1935 Chrysler, Polo Green Poly
Stripe: Sprig Green / Wheel color options: Sprig Green or Body
311; Kiltie Green #4 1963 Mack Truck, Brewster Green, #815 32-7008
312;
313
Stripe: Sprig Green / Wheel color options: Sprig Green, Black or Body

   / Fender option: Black
402 Del Monte Beige Poly See 1936 DeSoto, Autumn Gold Poly
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion / Wheel color options: English Coach

   Vermillion, Body
404 Stone Beige #2 See 1936 DeSoto, Stone Beige #2
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion / Wheel color options: English Coach

   Vermillion, Body
508; Gunmental Gray Poly See 1936 DeSoto, Winchester Gunmetal Poly
509
Stripe: Sprig Green #1 / Wheel color options: Sprig Green

   / Fender option: Black
610; Harvard Maroon See 1936 DeSoto, Burgundy Maroon
611;
612
Stripe: Casino Red / Wheel color options: Casino Red, Body /

   Fender option: Black
Black

Stripe: Black stripe on Straw Color wheel or Black wheel

1936 DeSoto Airflow
230; Blue Danube Blue See 1935 DeSoto, Viennese Blue
231;
232
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Wheel color options: Straw, Black, Body,
    or Blue Bird Blue
234 Capri Blue Poly 1971 AMC, Midnight Blue #A6 30-4081
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Wheel color options: Straw, Black, Body,
    or Blue Bird Blue
236 Skytint Poly 1968 Pontiac, Aleutian Blue #L 30-3815
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Wheel color options: Straw, Black, Body,
    or Blue Bird Blue
315 Jade Green 1973 Toyota, Tayga/Jade Green #610 32-21401
Stripe: Seatone #2 / Wheel color options: Straw, Body or Blue Bird Blue
406; Autumn Gold Poly 1977 Datsun, Cocoa Brown, #214 32-21987
417
Stripe: Chinese Red / Wheel color options: Straw, Body or Chinese Red
408 Vogue Brown 1971 Mercedes, Dark Bronze #DB461 32-20594
Stripe: Chinese Red / Wheel color options: Copper Bronze, Body

   or Chinese Red
410 Stone Beige #2 1973 Volkswagen, Savannah Beige #L620 30-3765
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion / Wheel color options: English Coach

   Vermillion, Straw or Body
510 Platinum Gray Poly 1972 Chevrolet, Dusk Gray, #18 30-4192
Stripe: Sprig Green #1 / Wheel color options: Sprig Green, Straw or Body
614; Burgundy Maroon 1989 Saab, Garnet, #213B 32-40867
615;
616
Stripe: Casino Red / Wheel color options: Casino Red, Silver Bronze

   Body or Black
813; Winchester Gunmetal Poly   1990 Ford, Dark Titanium, #YU 32-38637
814
Stripe: Sprig Green #1 / Wheel color options: Sprig Green, Straw or Body  
816 Cigarette Cream 1966 Dodge Tk., Sunset Yellow, #C9159 32-7663
Stripe: Black / Wheel color options:  Black or Body

Black
Stripe: Sprig Green #1 / Wheel color options: Sprig Green, Straw or Black

Original Paint Code Acceptable Modern Martin
 & Color for Airflow Paint Color Match Senour
Chrysler and DeSoto & Mfg. Code # Code #
1937 Chrysler Airflow
224; Meadow Brook Blue See 1935 DeSoto, Viennese Blue
225;
226;
227
Stripe: Blue Bird Blue / Fender option: Black
229; Skytint Poly See 1936 DeSoto, Skytint Poly
230
Stripe: Silver Bronze
232 Parrot Blue #2 1968 Triumph, Valencia Blue, #66 32-2100
Stripe: Silver Bronze
301; Polo Green Poly See 1935 Chrysler, Polo Green Poly
302
Stripe: Sprig Green
304; Brewster Green Poly 1970 Lincoln, Dark Green, #C 30-3992
305
Stripe: Whirlpool Green
404 Del Monte Beige Poly See 1936 DeSoto, Autumn Gold Poly
Stripe: English Coach Vermillion
503; Gunmetal Gray Poly See 1936 DeSoto, Winchester Gray Poly
504
Stripe: Casino Red
810 Santa Rosa Sand Poly 1984 BMW, Bahama Beige, #170 32-2326
Stripe: Casino Red
608 Everglades Red 1977 Volkswagen, Brocade Red, #L32A 32-22435
Stripe: Silver Bronze

Black
Stripe: Silver Bronze

RE-CONDITIONING UNIVERSAL JOINTS
Re-conditioning of the universal joints will only be necessary
when excessive free movement exists.

To re-condition the universal joints, remove the roller bushing
retainers and the roller bushing assemblies. New roller bushing
assemblies should be used to replace any which show wear. Any
dust seals which show evidence of not being grease tight should
also be replaced. It is important that the parts be packed with a.
high grade short fibre grease -- medium.

OVERDRIVE REAR OUTPUT SHAFT SEAL
National Seal........................................... #473455
Chicago Rawhide Seal...................... C-R # 18711
Seal Power..............................................#N-18711

These seals are appropriate for all years and models of
Airflows. The National #473455 seal has these dimensions
- 1.875 x 2.835 x .375.

Airflow Chrysler Cylinder Heads
Any cylinder head from 1930 to 1950 will fit. (Except the 150
HP which has the distributor in the head) But, the easiest head
to get is from a 1946 to 1950 Chrysler 8. If you can get a head
from 1940 or older it will be the same width as the Airflow head.
Some time in '41 or'42 they went to a wider head about 1/4"-- this
makes no difference , the head gaskets are 1/4" wider, but all the
stud holes are the same. Forget the water holes as they are all the
same except two, and they are not needed. If you use the wide
cylinder head it is best to use the earlier narrow gasket, McCord
no. 6206 or Victor no. 1014.

*The Airflow engine compartments were only made for a
special marine engine type that Chrysler made for the Airflow,
both 8's and DeSoto 6's!
* From the May 1995 ACA newsletter
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Appendix B: Exterior Trim and Striping 
 
Airflow exterior trim, including grilles, cowl grilles, bright moldings, hood ornaments, paint 
stripes and pin stripes, and wheel trim varied between makes and from year to year. This 
appendix explains the basic differences, which are in many cases illustrated by photographs in 
Appendix D. The drawings are taken from the Airflow Club’s Quick Reference Guide, which is 
available for purchase from the Club Store and can be downloaded from airflowclub.com.  
 
Configuration and Hood Ornament  
Figure 1 illustrates the primary differences between Airflow makes and models independent of 
year. The external spare tire with cover were used on all 1934 and 1935 models. For 1936 and 
later, the “bustle back” body incorporated an exterior trunk on both makes. As indicated in the 
figure, DeSotos and regular (CU C1, C9) Chryslers are essentially the same car from the firewall 
back. The Chryslers are longer ahead of the firewall as they all have 8-cylinder engines, whereas 
the DeSotos have the shorter 6. Chrysler Imperials of all years have about 5 inches more 
wheelbase. The extra length is visible at a glance in two places on sedans: the trailing edge of 
the rear doors is straight, rather than inlet to clear the rear fender on the shorter cars. And the 
rear quarter window has two panes – a fixed glass in front and an opening vent behind. Coupes 
lack the rear door, but the extra length can be seen in the longer front glass of the rear quarter 
window.  

Also shown in Figure 1 are the hood ornaments by year and make. The 1937 Chrysler has a fixed 
grille – it does not raise with the hood as the others do. Rotating the hood ornament 
counterclockwise unlatches the hood, which is then released by depressing the safety catch 
under the leading edge.  

Cowl Grilles and Louvres  
Figure 2 shows differences in cowl grilles for the different models, along with a detail drawing 
of how the fabric tops are installed. Note that the stainless cowl side moldings for SG and C17 
are the same part number. The other model cowl trims are unique. 

Radiator Grilles and Conversions 
Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of radiator grilles over the 4 years of production. For some 
models, the hoods and grilles could be interchanged with others of a different year. It’s easy to 
check though, that the cowl trim (Figure 2) is for the same year as the radiator grille in this 
figure. 

Headlights and Bumpers 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the variation in headlight trim and bumpers over the years of Chrysler 
and Desoto production, respectively. 
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Figure 1: Airflow body differences: how to tell them apart. (Figure continued on next page) 
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Figure 1 continued and Figure 2: Cowl trim differences among Airflow models 
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Figure 3: Airflow radiator grille variation by year. 
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Figure 4: Chrysler headlight door and bumper trim by year 
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Figure 5: Desoto headlight and bumper trim 
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Exterior Side Trim 
 

Original equipment stainless and pinstripe trim varied 
across makes and years, and in a few cases, within 
model years.  

• 1934 Chrysler belt molding was two, slim, 
stainless strips extending from just forward of the 
A pillar toward the rear, curving downward to 
about a third the way to the rear bumper. Cowl 
grilles each have two stainless trim strips near the 
horizontal edges. 

• Early 1935 Chryslers used the same belt molding 
as 1934. In spring, dealers were encouraged to 
steer customers toward a triple 5/16” paint stripe 
comprising a 1/8” accent stripe bordered by 
slightly separated 1/16” stripes above and below, 
extending the length of the car from front apron 
to rear. Stainless remained available. Cowl grilles 
had body color 

 
 

• 1936 Chryslers had a slim stainless belt molding 
over a wider, fluted molding. The lower molding 
had paint in the two fluted grooves. The fluted 
molding was also used on the running board edge 
but without paint.  

 

 

 

• 1937 Chrysler used a single, simple, wider (about 
3/4”) stainless belt molding. Early 1937 Chrysler 
C17s used the same running board moldings as 
1936. Midyear a change was made to a simpler 
design very similar to the belt molding.  
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• 1934 DeSoto had a single slim stainless trim molding 
at the level of the door handles, ending just past the 
rear quarter window.  

 

 

 

 

 

• 1935 DeSoto had a bisected paint stripe extending 
from the front splash pan to the lower edge of the 
body at back. The stripe measured about 3/16” in 
width with a contrasting pinstripe running down the 
center. Stainless belt moldings were not used.  

 

 

 

 

• 1936 DeSoto has bisected paint stripe similar to 
1935 DeSoto, measuring about 3/16” in width and 
bisected by a pin stripe of contrasting accent color. 
It is placed about 3/4" below the crease in the sheet 
metal. The fluted stainless belt molding is similar to 
the 1936 Chrysler’s but with a single depressed 
flute, painted with the primary accent color.  
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Wheel Trim 
 

1934 Chrysler Blue, black, sand, brown, or gray, 
depending on body color. No pinstripe. 

 

1935 Chrysler Same as body, with black optional for red 
body paint. Paint stripe in accent color 
1/4" wide, bisecting the valve stem hole. 

 
1936 Chrysler Accent color sunburst with dual pinstripes 

intersecting valve stem. 

 
1937 Chrysler Single pinstripe at valve with single 

pinstripe surrounding hubcap 

  
1934 DeSoto Black, green, blue, brown, or gray, 

depending on body color. No stripe. 
 

1935 DeSoto Accent color stripe 1/4” wide bisecting the 
valve-stem hole similar to 1935 Chrysler; 
wheels painted body color 
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1936 DeSoto Bisected, two-color sunburst around 
hubcap accenting artillery wheel spokes. 
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Appendix C: Airflow Accessories 
 
Introduction 
Equipping an Airflow with correct, standard and optional accessories can be challenging and 
judging them even more so. Several related questions have been considered and discussed to 
define judging standards, but in some cases, still without unanimous agreement. For example: 
1. Where or when is the standard for “originality”?  

a. As the car left the factory?  
b. As the first purchaser picked it up from the dealer?  

2. Which accessories are original?  
a. Only those verified to have been installed on this particular car by the factory? 
b. Only those that could have been ordered and installed at the factory? 
c. Also those authorized Chrysler and DeSoto accessories installed by the dealer? 
d. Also those authorized Chrysler and DeSoto accessories installed by the owner, with or 

without professional help? 
e. Also those commonly installed and used when this car was new, but not necessarily 

listed in some Chrysler catalog, like outside mirrors and other-than-authorized 
radios? 

3. Which accessories, admitted to not be original, should be allowed without penalty? 
a. Safety: outside mirrors, turn signals, auxiliary driving lights, radial tires, 4-way 

flashers? 
b. Period correct comfort and convenience aides: seat ventilators other than genuine 

Kool Kushions? Window-mounted air coolers? Third party luggage racks and trunks? 
Spotlights? 

4. Is the highest standard for accessories originality or authenticity? If the former, judging 
becomes extremely problematic because even cars for which a factory build sheet has been 
obtained, lack of detail and illegibility are common liabilities. For cars with lost body data 
plates, the build sheet is the only reliable evidence, and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles no longer 
dedicates adequate staff to researching and decoding these. The result has been that 
authenticity is more commonly the standard because it seems easier to evaluate. It’s easier 
to prove some equipment is period correct, Airflow correct than that it was originally 
installed on a specific car. Nevertheless, some members of the Airflow club personally value 
originality higher. 

Each owner needs to establish his or her own goals in restoring an Airflow, and achieving 
maximum points at national Airflow Club judged car shows will not be at the top of the list for 
many. Some points to keep in mind, however, in fixing up your car.  

• The stated purpose of the Airflow Club is spelled out in the club constitution: “Section 3. The 
purpose of this club shall be: (l) the preservation, restoration, exhibition and use of Chrysler 
and DeSoto Airflow cars and Dodge Airflow trucks; (2) the collection, recording and 
preservation of Airflow historical data; (3) the dissemination to the public of the story of 
Airflow contributions to the automotive industry; and (4) the promotion of good fellowship 
and cooperation among its members.” The purpose of judging is elaborated in the August 
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2018 revision of the club by-laws: “Judging of Airflows and the awarding of prizes shall be 
conducted at National Meets in an effort to encourage owners to restore their cars to high 
standards of authenticity and workmanship.” In short, the goal of the Airflow club is to 
encourage members to preserve, restore, exhibit, and use their Airflows using high 
standards of authenticity and workmanship.  

• Judging standards, priorities, and practice vary somewhat over time. They are usually kept 
in good alignment with the constitution and by-laws statements of the club purpose. Some 
chief judges may place authenticity at the top while to others, workmanship is more 
important.  

• The rules and standards for Airflow accessories, in particular, have drifted in the past and 
they are likely to continue to do so. Specifically, for example, will judges penalize third party 
heaters?  

• Judging results will be time-dependent. Not only might the rules be refined or reprioritized, 
your car will age. The Airflow Club advises members that winning judged competitions is 
only part of the fun of owning an Airflow. 

• Not all that can be known about authentic accessories is necessarily already known and 
remembered. Airflow restorers are encouraged to do their own research. If you can gather 
what you believe is evidence that your Airflow is original, or authentic, be ready to offer 
proof to show judges. 

To illustrate the determination of what accessories were available, here is a case study on the 
1936 DeSoto Airflow.  

1936 DeSoto Accessories Case Study 
Dealer and Salesman Hand Book 
According to an updatable DeSoto Data Book with pages dated variously from November 1935 to April 
1936, Airflow Series S2 DeSoto equipment, options, and prices were as shown below. Statements that 
certain equipment was standard but carried an additional cost suggest that pricing and standard 
equipment were changed during the model year, as was the practice for decades afterward. For 
example, many Airflow owners believe fender skirts (wheel shields) were standard equipment, yet this 
booklet says they were a $10 option for S2s.  

The listing of painted sheet metal as included on the Airflow, together with its listing as a $10 option for 
Airstream DeSotos, suggests that some DeSotos were ordered in primer, to be painted by the customer 
or the dealer. On Airflows, however, paint was included. Unless a $30 special paint was ordered, it’s safe 
to assume that most Airflows were painted one of the standard colors for the year. 

Item Description Remarks Price 
Four-Door 
Sedan 

Standard equipment: bumper group 3, 
overdrive at extra cost (unless deleted by 
special order), painted sheet metal, safety 
glass, spare tire and tube 

Overdrive and safety glass 
were at extra cost; deletable 
by special order.  

1095.00 

Coupe Same  1095.00 
Bumper Group 
3 

Front and rear bumpers, bumper guards, spare 
tire and tube, electric clock and safety glass 

The price quoted might have 
been a credit if deleted. 

62.50 
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Trunk rack  $15 for Airstreams; priced 
later for Airflow 

TBD 

Gas Saver 
Transmission 

Automatic overdrive The price quoted might have 
been a credit if deleted. 

37.50 

Heavy Duty Air 
Cleaner 

Oil bath air filter with louvered oil fill cap and 
filtered road draft tube 

 5.00 

Radio Philco Transitone all-electric radio  55.00 
Rear wheel 
shields 

Fender skirts These might have been 
standard equipment on 
most Airflows. 

10.00 

6-ply tires  Prices as of shipment date  
White side wall 
tires 

 Prices as of shipment date  

Chrome wheel 
disks 

  11.50 

Standard 
Heater 

  12.85 

De Luxe Heater   16.45 
Duo Airstream 
Heater 

  19.95 

Left glove box 
lock 

  1.50 

Special steering 
wheel 

  7.50 

Gravel 
deflectors 

 To be priced later TBD 

Tachometer  To be priced later TBD 
Life Guard 
safety tubes 

  35.00 

Special paint Except pearlescence 
 

Evidently in the color of your 
choice 

30.00 

Upholstery Standard no charge Optional Mohair (pile) fabric 
or leather were available. 
Price shown is for leather. 

20.00 

 
 
The Approved Accessories for DeSoto Brochure 
This period brochure offers owners accessories, some of which may require dealer 
installation. Many described are for Airstream DeSotos and are either 
inappropriate for (or standard equipment on) Airflow DeSotos. For example, a 
$1.75 cigar lighter wouldn’t be needed on an Airflow. Below are some that were 
clearly not standard Airflow equipment and might have been purchased by some 
owners. Some are listed in the salesman handbook above, but some are not. 
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Electric fan. Senior and Junior models, $4.50 each 
 

 

 

Locking gas cap, $1.50 

 
 
 
 
 
Vanity mirror; clips to visor: $1.00  
 
 
 
Heat Wave defroster. Surrounds hot water heater with a bag 
connected to a flexible hose that can be directed toward foggy 
or frosted windows. $1.50.  

 

Radio, $59.50 installed 

 

 

Spotlight, $15.95 plus installation 

 

 

Four different heaters (Duo-Airstream shown), $19.95  

 

 

Exhaust extension. $1.00  
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1936 DeSoto Parts List 
Section 1 of the Chrysler and DeSoto parts catalogs list accessories for dealers to order, 
presumably to repair or replace damaged items, but possibly to be ordered for dealer 
installation. Each of the accessories listed in the “Approved Accessories” brochure can be 
ordered from the parts list.  
 
1936 DeSoto Accessories Case Study Implications 
Some accessories could be ordered by a dealer on a new car intended either for inventory sale 
or for an individual customer, and these items would be installed at the factory. Those available 
for the 1936 DeSoto Airflow were listed in the first table above. Accessories obtained in this 
way meet the most stringent standard for originality, Category 1a above. 

But the dealer could also upsell the customer with his “Approved Accessories” brochure, order 
(or keep in stock) what he needed, and locally install the upgrades. These accessories would be 
indistinguishable from the first category decades later unless an order sheet for the particular 
Airflow were available or standards of workmanship were obviously different (lower) from the 
factory work. These would meet originality Category 1b above. 

Items offered in the Approved Accessories brochure or in the parts list, but not in the 
salesman’s data book would also meet Category 1b. These would include spotlights and fans. 
But there’s no easy way to determine when these items were installed, so originality can’t be 
practically verified. Authenticity (authorized Chrysler and DeSoto product) possibly can though, 
if it can be verified that the spotlight or door mirror in question is actually an authorized model. 
If not, then we are now talking about Category 2e originality.   

So where are we? The further down the originality and authenticity scales the item is question 
is, the more likely it is that points might be taken off in a judged Airflow Club car show. To be 
more precise than this, you will want to look at the planned judging sheets for the next meet 
you plan to take your Airflow to. Ask the Chief Judge. 

More Airflow Accessories  
Given the 1936 DeSoto example above, it’s instructive to compare authorized accessories for 
other Airflow models. Here are offerings for the 1935 Desoto SG. 
 
 
 

1. The SG Airflow radio used a different dial from 
Airstream, and the radio head replaced an ash receiver 
for 1935. 
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8 Decorative license plate frames 6 Wheel moldings added flash to 
the car’s appearance for $1.95 
each. (note photo reuse from 
Chrysler) 

7 Clock and glove box door 

11 Heaters 

10 Clock and mirror combination 

12 Two locking gas caps: top, 
Airstream only; bottom Airflow or 
Airstream 

9 Vanity mirror 
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Tools 
Tool kits were provided with each Airflow, so far as is known. Researching the parts lists yielded 
the following summary of standard tools for the models shown. Tool numbers and tools 
supplied varied during the year; export cars had different (sometimes more) tools than 
domestic. All were equipped with a tool kit roll, jack handle, and wheel wrench in addition to 
these tools. 

Model Pliers Screw 
Driver 

Spark 
plug 
wrench 

Hammer Wrench 
No. 2 

Auto 
wrench 

Tire 
iron 

Jack Other 

34 SE 
changed 
at 
5074648 

51827 600472 376944 
export 

600473 41594 12051 389448 625023 Wrenches 1 
and 5, tire 
pump, brake 
bleeder kit1 

35 SG to 
5084786 

51287 600472 376944 600473 41594 12051 -- 641738 Zerk oil gun, 
wrenches 1 
and 5 

35 SG 
after 
5084786 

51287 600472 376944 600473 -- 12051 389448 641737  

36 S2 51287 600472 658606 600473 654932 12051 389448 658907 Tool box 
34 CU-CV-
CX2 

51287 600472 376943 600473 41594 -- 629599 625086 Tappet 
wrench; 
wrenches 1 
and 5; Zerk 
oil gun 

35 C1-C2-
C33 

51287 600472 658446 600473 41594 12051 389448 780207 Early had 
wrenches 1, 
3, 5 

36 C9-C10 51287 600472 376944 600473 654932 12051 389448 658907  
36 C114 51287 634627 

small; 
634628 
large 

376944 634624 634620 634626 389448 658907 Wrenches 
1,3,4;  

37 C17 51287 600472 658606 600473 654932 12051 389448 658907 Zipper tool 
case; tool 
box 

A ¾” socket T-handle wrench, fitting acorn nuts on wheel shields and seat rake adjusters, is 
frequently found in Airflows. It does not appear to be listed in the parts lists however. 

 
1 Tire pump and brake bleeder kit appear to be standard equipment in the 34 SE parts list, but there is room for an 
alternative reading that they were not. 
2 Tools supplied changed during the production year; early cars had fewer tools. Auto wrench was supplied for 
export and Lebaron cars, which also had large and small screw drivers.  
3 C2-C3 have a distributor synch tool; Auto wrench and wrench complement for all changed during production. 
4 C11 lists two additional tools: wheel balance weight wrench (C11, 619002), and tappet wrench (C11, 12044). It’s 
not clear whether these were included as standard equipment however. 
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Heaters 
Heaters of various types could be ordered with a new Airflow, and Chrysler and DeSoto 
authorized heaters were available for installation by Airflow dealers. There is no doubt, 
however, that some dealers may have installed other heaters. Little is known about these 
“unauthorized” heaters, other than what can be learned from their presence in surviving 
Airflows. The following table summarizes information about dealer-offered heaters gleaned 
from dealer accessory brochures and from parts lists for the various models.  

De Soto
year model finish doors control notes part no.
1934 Junior Blue-gray case 1 652439 664501

1934 Standard Steel-blue 
lacquer finish 
case, face-plate 
and deflectors

2 Fan control switch 
clamps on 
instrument panel 
652439

name plate *628934 664502

1934 De Luxe Chrome plated 
case, face-plate 
and deflectors

2 Fan control switch 
clamps on 
instrument panel 
652440

name plate *628934 664503

1934 Duo-
Airstream
(not listed in 
1934 De Soto 
parts book)

Fan control switch 
clamps on 
instrument panel 
652440

name plate *634974

1934 Windshield 
Defroster

8.8 amp 18 5/16" x 7 
7/32" overall

*378600

1935 Junior Blue-gray case 1 628918* *630884

1935 Standard Steel-blue 
lacquer finish 
case, face-plate 
and deflectors

2 Fan control switch 
clamps on 
instrument panel 
628918*

*628913

Airflow Heaters
Heaters of various types could be ordered with a new Airflow, and Chrysler and DeSoto authorized heaters  were available for 
installation by Airflow dealers. There is no doubt, however, that some dealers may have installed other heaters. Little is known about 
these “unauthorized” heaters, other than what can be learned from their presence in surviving Airflows. The following table 
summarizes informationn about these accessories gleaned from dealer accessory brochures and from parts lists for the various 
models. 
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Page 2 Airflow heater spreadsheet.xlsx

1935 De Luxe Chrome plated 
case, face-plate 
and deflectors

2 Fan control switch 
clamps on 
instrument panel 
628924*

Replacement L or R 
doors available 
without label.

*628925

1935 Duo-
Airstream

Chrome front, 
black enamel 
sides

4 Fan control switch 
clamps on 
instrument panel

Two fans on dual-shaft 
motor. Replacement 
doors available with 
name plate.

634975

1936 Junior Exceptionally 
good looking 
blue-gray case 
and deflector.

1 Rheostat switch for 
wide heat range. 
628918*

Available replacement 
name plate 628934

*630884

1936

Standard Attractive 
beige-crackle 
finish case 
and deflectors; 
chrome 
handles.

2 Illuminated switch 
signals when on 
and controls heat 
range. 628918*

Available replacement 
name plate 628934

*628913

1936

De Luxe Beautiful black-
gold baked 
lacquer with 
chrome 3-way 
deflector 
doors. Case is 
non-rusting.

2 Illuminated switch 
signals when on 
and controls heat 
range. 628924*

Replacement L or R 
doors available; name 
plate separate 
628934.

*628925

1936

Duo-Airstream Chrome front, 
black enamel 
sides

4 Wide range 
illuminated switch 
signals when 
heater is on.

Two fans on dual-shaft 
motor. Replacement 
doors available with 
name plate. name 
plate alone 634974

634975

Chrysler
year model finish doors control notes part no.
1934 Junior Blue-gray case 1 *630964 Deflector revolves

CA, CB, CU, CV, CW, CX
*630884

1934 Standard Beige Crackle 
lacquer finish

2 *628918 had name plate *628913
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Page 3 Airflow heater spreadsheet.xlsx

1934 De Luxe Black-gold 
lacquer finish

2 *628924 chrome shell per parts 
book, had name plate

*628925

1934 Duo-
Airstream
(labeled De 
Luxe in parts 
book)

Chrome front, 
black enamel 
sides

4 Two fans on dual-shaft 
motor, had name 
plate

*634975

1934 Windshield 
Defroster

6.6 amp 14 1/16" x 5 
9/16" overall

*378509

1934 Windshield 
Defroster

8.8 amp 18 5/16" x 7 
7/32" overall

*378600

1935 Junior Blue-gray case — Deflector revolves

1935 Standard Beige Crackle 
lacquer finish

2

1935 De Luxe Black-gold 
lacquer finish

2

1935 Duo-
Airstream

Chrome front, 
black enamel 
sides

4 Two fans on dual-
shaft motor.

1936 Junior Blue-gray case 652439 Deflector revolves 664501
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Page 4 Airflow heater spreadsheet.xlsx

1936 Standard Beige Crackle 
lacquer finish

2

With pilot lamp 
652439

664502

1936 De Luxe Black-gold 
lacquer finish 
or chrome 
shell

2 With pilot lamp 
652439; chrome 
652440

Replacement name 
plate available 
628929

664503

1936 Duo-
Airstream

Chrome front, 
black enamel 
sides

4 652440 Two fans on single 
dual-shaft motor. 
Available replacement 
name plate 634974 
and handles (4) 
634984.

1937 Junior
Model 15

Painted 1 Universal 
illuminated 
rheostat switch 
670645

Deflector revolves. Die-
cast case. Optional 
hose attachment for 
windshield defrosting

654501

1937 Standard
Model 16

Tan crackle 
finish with 
chrome trim

2 Universal 
illuminated 
rheostat switch 
670645

654502

1937 Tri-Airstream
Model 17

Brown 2 Universal 
illuminated 
rheostat switch 
670645

664503

1937 Super Tri-
Airstream
Model 18

Satin black 
with chrome 
embellishment
s

2 Universal 
illuminated 
rheostat switch 
670645

Bishop & Babcock 664504
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1937 Tri-Airstream
Model 19

 

Universal 
illuminated 
rheostat switch 
670645

EA Labs 654557

1937 Super-
Airstream
Model 20

 

Universal 
illuminated 
rheostat switch 
670645

EA Labs 654558

1937 Defroster 
service 
package 
(C14,C15,C1
6 only)

Probably single dash 
nozzle
[photo] 1937 Chrysler 
Airflow coupe 
w/factory installed 
heater, Terry Brinson

664536 
and 

664586

1937 Defroster 
service 
package 
(Airflow)

Dual outlet, fits Tri- 
and Super-Airstream 
heaters. Models 19 
and 20 require a 
heater outlet 676340.

Heat-Wave 
defroster 
accessory

Available for some 
1936 Chrysler makes 
including at least 
Dodge and De Soto. 
Affordable.

 

1939 Standard 
Airstream

2

1939 Duo Airstream

1939 De Luxe 
Airstream

Side 
doors

Some Airflows were likely equipped with dealer-installed heaters 
after their year of manufacture. Shown here for example  are some 
1939 heaters that could have been installed.

Some Airflows were likely equipped after delivery with dealer-installed heaters later than their 
year of manufacture. Shown here for example are some 1939 heaters that could have been 
installed.  
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Additional notes: 

* Indicates parts not previously used on De Soto & Chrysler cars 

No defroster kits are listed for 1935 or 1936 De Soto or for 1936 Chrysler. Electric defrosters are 
listed for earlier cars. Heat Wave portable defroster accessory was listed for 1936 De Soto.  

For 1937, De Soto S3 Airstream offered Models 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. and 20 with 1937 Chrysler 
part numbers. Two switches were offered, including the universal 670645 used by C17. Two 
different defroster service packages were offered: apparently heaters marked "Airstream" 
(models 17-20) included the outlet adapter. Any of these might have been retrofitted to older 
Airflows. 

For 1938, De Soto offered Junior (15); Standard (16); EA Labs Standard (25); Tri-Airstream B&B 
(21), Duo-Airstream EA Labs (22); Super-Airstream Burd Piston Ring Co (23); and Tri-Airstream 
EA Labs (24). Airstream models were offered with defroster kits, and models 21 and 23 had a 
rear seat heating kit. 1939 Chrysler heaters in the table were additional possible retrofits for 
older Airflows.  

For additional perspective, a Chuck Cochran article on heaters is included below 

Page 6 Airflow heater spreadsheet.xlsx

1939 Tri Airstream
 Canadian 
version

two chrome 
knobs

No 
doors, 

1939 Tri Airstream two chrome 
knobs

No 
doors

1939 Super 
Airstream

two chrome 
knobs

No 
doors

Additional notes:

* indicates parts not previously used on De Soto & Chrysler cars 

No defroster kits are listed for 1935 or 1936 De Soto or 1936 Chrysler. Electric defrosters are listed for earlier cars.

Heat Wave portable defroster accessory listed for 1936 De Soto.

For 1937, De Soto Airstream offered Models 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. and 20 with 1937 Chrysler part numbers

Two switches were offered, including the universal 670645 used by C17. 

Two different defroster service packages were offered: apparently heaters marked "Airstream" (models 17-20) 

included the outlet adapter.

For 1938, De Soto offered Junior (15); Standard (16); EA Labs Standard (25); Tri-Airstream B&B (21),  Duo-Airstrean 

EA Labs (22); Super-Airstream Burd Piston Ring Co (23); and Tri-Airstream EA Labs (24). Airstream models were 

offered with defroster kits, and models 21 and 23 had a rear seat heating kit. 1939 Chrysler heaters in the table were 

additional possible retrofits for Airflows.
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Radios 
Chrysler was an early offeror of built-in car radios, and they were available for all Airflows. The 
approved (authorized) radios were of three-box architecture: a radio head with tuning knobs 
and a dial was positioned somewhere on the dash, with appearance and location varying with 
make and year. Flexible cables ran from this head to the radio chassis, which housed tubes and 
other electronics. The chassis location also varied – under the floorboards, under the front seat, 
or replacing one of the gloveboxes for some models. Airflows had more legroom in front than 
other cars, and to get better sound, Chrysler and DeSoto were able to use a separate speaker 
box mounted on the center firewall.   
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Airflow radios were branded Philco (later owned by Ford), and they used an aerial built into the 
top of the car, not visible from the outside. Like heaters, built-in radios could be ordered with 
the car or added by the dealer. Also as with heaters, there were many other manufacturers 
producing radios at the time, including Motorola, Marconi, Sparton, General Electric, Crosley, 
Arvin, and many more. In the past, the Airflow Club has accepted other radios as correct period 
options. Preference in judging has usually been given to the Philco radios however.  
 
The following figure is extracted from the Airflow Club Newsletter archives. It shows the 
installation plan for 1936 DeSoto S2 and Chrysler C9, C10, and C11. The drawing applies 
unchanged to 1937 C17 as well. Note that the view is from the front; the radio chassis replaces 
the driver’s side glove box. The instructions include installation of noise-suppression accessories 
for the dome lamp, grounding the control head, and spark plug resistors. For details, see Article 
Radios1 in the Airflow Club Tech Manual, on the Members Page at www.airflowclub.com. 

 
Radios for 1935 Chryslers and DeSotos were of similar architecture. For 1934, however, the 
radio receiver was mounted outside the car, under the front passenger’s seat. See the diagrams 
and instructions below. For both 1934 and 1935, custom radio heads replaced the passenger 
side ash tray. The speaker location also differed: it was mounted above the dashboard-to-
firewall braces out of sight.  
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Other Accessories 
External rear-view mirrors appear never to have been standard equipment on Airflows. But 
they were frequently added, even in the mid-1930s. 1934-1937 parts lists do not show them, 
and the more general 1936-1942 Chrysler Parts List shows them as “not used” on all 1936-37 
Airflows. In modern traffic, external rear-view mirrors are practically essential and, in many 
states, they are required. The Airflow Club has traditionally allowed these accessories in judged 
car shows without penalty, as long as they are door or hinge-pin mounted.  
 
Seat belts were not standardized in American cars until the 1960s, but today they are 
ubiquitous and mandated. Many Airflow owners install them in cars that are to be driven. In 
recent years, explicit authorization for safety equipment like mirrors and belts has been made 
in club car judging. In any case, for most Airflows, it’s easy to make the seat belts invisible by 
tucking them under the seat cushion.  
 
Turn signals and 4-way emergency flashers, like seat belts and external mirrors, were not 
originally installed on Airflows. Like the other safety equipment, they have usually not been 
penalized in car judging. Plastic insulated wiring, where visible, however, has been penalized.  
 
Original tires on Airflows were usually Goodyear Airwheel diamond tread, bias-ply, in black or 
white sidewall. Reproductions are being manufactured for some Airflow-required sizes, and 
other compatible bias-ply tires are acceptable. Some ACA members who frequently drive their 
cars, and especially if they plan on long distances, elect to run radial tires. ACA (and many other 
car clubs) have at times penalized radial tires at varying levels. Most radials and other modern 
tires in use since the 1960s have wider tread than the original Airflow tires in the equivalent 
size. In addition to changing the look of the car, wide tread tires can make steering harder and 
sometimes interfere with wheel shields (fender skirts). New old-stock tires can be deteriorated 
by age even though they have new-looking tread. Use caution in selecting tires for your Airflow.  

Check with the Chief Judge to learn what the current practice in show judging is before you 
commit to tires or any of this safety equipment.  
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Appendix D: External Lighting Fixtures 
 

Design and configuration of headlight and tail light fixtures varied with Airflow make and model 
year, and in some cases with state of original sale. Particularly in 1935, states had differing 
requirements, which Chrysler accommodated with their DeSoto and Chrysler Airflow offerings. 

Chrysler and other manufacturers referred to the surround that retains the headlights and 
taillight lenses as “doors”. For Chrysler Airflows, headlight doors varied each year. For DeSoto 
Airflows, the sheet metal was unchanged. Most of the door was painted body color, leaving 
only a chrome bead around the headlight lens. But for 1934 only, a small DeSoto shield 
ornament was affixed to the top of each headlight door. Headlight lenses varied each year. See 
Lights title in the main section for lenses and Appendix B for drawings and descriptions of 
headlight fittings on all seven Airflow year/make models.  

 Taillights on both makes varied somewhat with year. The table below describes them. 

1934 1935 1936 1937 

 

 

  

CU, CV, CX, CW Chrome 
housings and stands; lens 
with large center and 
concentric rings. 

C1, C2, C3, CW Chrome 
housings, painted stands; 
lens has a small center 
with no rings.  

C9, C10, C11, CW 
Housings and doors 
painted body color or 
black; beehive lens with 
center reflector and 
basket.  

C17, CW Housings and 
doors painted body color 
or black; beehive lens 
with center reflector and 
basket. Chrome doors for 
export only. 

    

    

SE: A single, left-side 
chrome tail light on a 
chrome stand was 
standard, optional on 
right side. DeSoto script 
on lens. 

SG: Left or both side tail 
lights and stands, black, 
body, or chrome; lenses 
varied, oval or round. 
License bracket black, 
body, or chrome. 

S2: Beehive style lens 
with center reflector 
and chrome 
door/ring. 
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Appendix E: Airflow Mechanical Components 
Chrysler and DeSoto used various suppliers for engine and accessory components over the 
Airflow production years. Tables provided below are primarily from period literature as 
published in the 2014 Standards of Correctness Manual. First, Chrysler:  
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DeSoto
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Appendix F: Interior and Exterior Finishes 
 
 
 

[Replace this page with Appendix F1 Interior and Exterior 
Finishes  (125-140).pdf followed by Appendix F2 (141-
144)  
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Appendix G: Parts and Service Suppliers List 
 
 
For several years, Airflow Club national meets have included a discussion of Airflow 
maintenance, repairs, and restoration has been conducted. Led by varying panels of experts, 
this technical forum often considers questions beginning with “Where can I get…?” Club store 
manager and Airflow expert John Librenjak began distributing copies of business cards for 
businesses of possible interest to members fixing Airflows. The following list grew from John’s 
work. It has been supplemented by recommendations from many members, and an attempt 
has been made to account for new (and also, unfortunately, for disappearing) businesses. 
Businesses listed here are not officially endorsed by the Airflow Club; rather, the list is provided 
to help owners who need services and parts find a place to start. Good luck! 
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